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Dielectronic-recombination cross sections of hytlrogenlike argon
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Relative dielectronic-recombination cross sections for hydrogenlike argon are presented. The contri-
butions of the KLL, KLM, KLN, KLO, and KLP groups of resonances are compared to theoretical cal-
culations. The experimental method consists of the formation and interaction of ions with electrons in
an ion trap followed by an analysis of the extracted ions to determine relative yields. Comparison with
theory shows that the total cross sections agree within +6%%uo.

PACS number(s): 34.80.Kw, 34.80.Dp, 52.20.Fs

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the dielectronic-recombination
(DR) process as a major contributor to the ion balance in
high-temperature plasmas has been known for many
years [1]. However, measurements of DR cross sections
have only been achieved within the past decade. The first
measurements were made by Tanis et al. [2] of the analo-
gous resonant transfer and excitation (RTE) process.
This was followed by experiments on DR using merged
beams of electrons and ions [3—5]. Recent RTE measure-
ments have extended to heliumlike uranium [6]. Direct
measurement of DR cross sections of highly charged ions
have only been performed within the past few years [7—9].

In this experiment we examine dielectronic recombina-
tion of the hydrogenlike Ar' + ion. When a free electron
collides with this ion it may transfer energy to the bound
electron and be captured into an excited state. The total
energy of the resulting doubly excited ion is above its ion-
ization energy and may subsequently autoionize. Howev-
er, if the system decays below its ionization energy
through photon emission the dielectronic-recombination
process is complete. These reactions have the form

Ar' +(ls)+e ~Ar' +(nln "l")—+Ar' (Isn'l')+hv .

This process is resonant in the energy of the free electron,
E,:

s=E(nln "l") E( ls), —

where E(nln "I") is the binding energy of the two-
electron orbital nln "l".

Dielectronic-recombination cross sections on few-
electron ions have been measured using the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) electron-beam
ion trap (EBIT) through the analysis of x rays emitted as
the doubly excited system decays to the ground state [10].
In those studies, the cross sections for heliumlike nickel
were obtained by normalizing the x-ray yield to the cross
sections for radiative recombination. This was necessary
because the number of ions in the trap and the current
density of the electron beam were unknown. Ali et al.

[11]have measured the DR cross sections for heliumlike
argon using the electron-beam ion source (EBIS) at Kan-
sas State University. In that study the current density
was eliminated from the analysis by allowing the ion
charge balance to reach equilibrium at the probe energy.
They then eject the ions and obtain the relative charge-
state balance through magnetic analysis of the resulti. ng
beam. Normalization to the nonreso nant lithiumlike
argon-electron impact-ionization cross section was used
in order to obtain an absolute cross section.

EXPERIMENT

In the present study we use a method of ion extraction
and detection similar to that of Ali et al. [11]. Highly
charged ions can be extracted from the LLNL EBIT
through the use of an ion extraction system that has re-
cently been developed [12]. Detection and counting of
these ions following charge-state separation allows a de-
tailed inventory of the relative charge-state fractions
within the trap. Through the analysis of these relative
ion yields various electron-ion collision processes may be
studied.

The operation of EBIT as a tool for x-ray studies of
electron-ion interactions has been reported in detail
[13,14]. In this paper we report the measurement of
these processes using EBIT in a mode similar to the
operation of an EBIS. EBIT is made up of a three-
segment axial drift tube assembly. The voltage of these
segments may be individually biased, high on the ends
and low in the middle, to create an electrostatic well
along the central axis. An electron beam, compressed to
-70 pm in a 3-T magnetic field, travels along the central
axis. The energy of the electrons is determined by an
overall bias voltage applied to the drift tube assembly by
a fast switching high-voltage supply. Beam currents used
range from 5 to 160 mA. Neutral gas molecules such as
O2 and N2 or argon, which are ionized by the beam
within the central well of the drift tubes, will remain
trapped radially by its space charge. These trapped ions
then undergo further ionization and other electron-ion
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interactions.
In order to study dielectronic recombination in highly

charged ions, the drift tubes are raised to a voltage high
enough to form a suf5cient population of the desired
charge state. For argon, a beam energy of 7 keV is used
to form the initial charge-state balance, which takes ap-
proximately 1 sec using a 15-mA beam current. A typi-
cal well depth is 20 V. Once the ionization balance is
formed the interaction condition desired may be created
by switching the drift tube voltage and possibly the beam
current to the appropriate values. In this way the elec-
tron beam may be sequentially tuned through a range of
energies containing DR resonances, for example. After a
given time interval the beam is turned ofF'to avoid further
interactions as the drift tubes are brought to the extrac-
tion voltage. The extraction voltage is matched to the
optics of the extraction system, which is tuned only at the
start of the experiment in order to avoid changes in ex-
traction efFiciency. Once this voltage is reached the ions
are dumped from the trap by ramping the voltage of the
center drift tube segment above that of the top segment.
The ions are then magnetically analyzed and directed
into a photomultiplier for counting.

For our studies of DR in hydrogenlike argon, two ex-
perimental parameters are varied: the beam energy and
the probe time. After the ionization period is completed
the drift tubes are switched to a voltage between 2 and 4
kV as the beam energy scans the resonances in this range.
Two cycles (ionization, probe, dump) are repeated at each
voltage in the range scanned. The step size is 5 eV. Fig-
ure 1. shows a scan of hydrogenlike argon for a probe
time of 300 msec. This scan was obtained by ionization
of argon gas, which is continuously fed into the trap, at 7
keV and a beam current of 15-mA. The other experimen-
tal parameter is the probe time. In order to measure
cross sections we work with rate equations that describe
the time development of the various charge states. The

rate of change of any charge state can be obtained from a
knowledge of its abundance in the trap following interac-
tion for various times. The interaction times used in this
experiment will not bring the plasma to equilibrium,
however. Since there is no significant feeding of the hy-
drogenlike state it will continuously decay, with equilibri-
um being reached only when this state is completely dep-
leted by DR. Since the scanning range is below the
4100-eV ionization energy of the heliumlike argon there
is no feeding of this charge state by the heliumlike ions.
There is a small amount of feeding from the bare argon,
but this is small because it is the result of relatively weak
processes including radiative recombination and charge
exchange with neutral gas molecules. These processes
are nonresonant. The number of bare argon ions is also
an order of magnitude smaller than the hydrogenlike
ions. Therefore the scan of hydrogenlike argon shows a
constant overall reduction due to the various non-
resonant processes that is punctuated by sharp losses at
the DR resonances.

RKSUI.TS AND DISCUSSION

The rate equation for the Ar' + charge state is

I [o "(E)+cr (e)]n cr (e)n—]
——

where n is the number of Ar' + ions, n &8 is the number of
Ar' + (bare) ions, J' is the effective electron-beam
current density, cr (E) is the radiative-recombination
(RR) cross section, cr (E) is the dielectronic-
recombination cross section for the Ar' + ion, and the

' term includes charge exchange, losses due to leakage
from the trap, and other nonresonant losses. Since n, 8 is
small and the RR cross section and other nonresonant
losses are also quite small, we incorporate this term into
the background. Solving for the DR cross section we
have

DR 8' R RR 18 8
o (c,)=—, inn (E)— cr (e)—o &~ (E) +J' dt n J'~
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FIG. 1. Yield of hydrogenlike argon ions as a function of en-

ergy. At each energy the beam is applied for 300 msec.

The term in large parentheses represents a slowly varying
background that contains no resonances. Figure 2 shows
(d ldt) inn (e) calculated from the experimental data col-
lected for scans with different probe times of 50, 100, 200,
and 300 msec. Notice the slowly changing background
level of approximately —1/sec. Since the ion count is ap-
proximately 4000, this represents an ion loss rate of -4
ions/msec contributed by nonresonant processes.

In order to compare our results with theory we convo-
lute the theoretical resonance strengths with a gaussian
distribution of electron energies. Our method is to esti-
mate the value of the energy resolution, m, using a least-
squares fit to the experimental data. The experimental
energy width is the result of an intrinsic distribution of
electron energies resulting from the beam's space charge
and a much larger noise component. In order to facili-
tate this fit one free parameter is needed to normalize the
intensities. The obvious choice for this is J, the effective
current density. In EBIT, the absolute current density is
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After the background is subtracted, the data are multi-
plied by (e/J') and fitted to a Gaussian function with an
experimental energy resolution w,

(s—E;)'

2w

S,
o, (s)= g exp

&2mw

Here cr, (E) is the total contribution of all the DR reso-
nances at the experimental point c. The result of the fit is
shown in Fig. 3, which shows the total theoretical DR
cross sections convoluted with a Gaussian beam spread.
The experimental data are normalized by —e/J'. The
agreement is good if J' is set to 59 A/cm and w =8.0
eV. The error bars display the experimental cross sec-
tions +6%, which represents the estimated combined er-
ror in the values of J' ((2%%uo) and w ((4%), as well as
the statistical error of approximately 4—5%. We can
clearly resolve the KLL, KLM, KLX, KLO, and KLP
groups of resonances and the difference in intensities is
within the estimated errors.

Since we use J' as a free parameter, the experiment
does not measure the total DR cross section absolutely.
However, we do measure the relative contributions of the
KLX groups of resonances, including those at the series
limit.
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FIG. 2. Logarithmic derivative of the Ar' + ion yield. This
is directly proportional to the total DR cross section.

estimated using an electron-beam radius =35 pm. For a
uniform distribution of electrons in a 15-mA beam the
current density would be =400 A/cm . However, the
ions in EBIT follow orbital paths about the electron beam
that take them out of the interaction region for a
significant fraction of the probe time. This beam overlap
fraction depends on J(r) and on the ion temperature.
The effective current density is therefore unknown in this
experiment and is taken as our fit parameter.

The theoretical dielectronic cross sections were calcu-
lated in the isolated resonance approximation. The DR
resonance strength, which is the integral of the DR cross
section over the natural width of the resonance, can be
written as [15]

CONCLUSION

We have measured the relative dielectronic-
recombination cross sections for the KLL-KLP groups of
resonances in hydrogenlike argon. The resolution is ap-
proximately 19 eV full width at half maximum (FWHM).
Comparison to theory gives good agreement for the rela-
tive contributions with differences 6%.

2
J = 59A/cm

w = BOeVA, (p~a) g A„(p~y)
4 95X10 gp y

2g g A, (P~a')+ g &„(P~y')

KLMwhere g& and g are the statistical weight factors for the
intermediate doubly excited state and ground state, re-
spectively; A, (p~a) and A„(p~y) are the Auger and
radiative rates in sec '; E,; is the resonance energy in eV;
and the resonance strength S, is measured in cm eV.

The atomic energy levels and wave functions were cal-
culated using the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
(MCDF) model in the extended average-level scheme
[16]. The calculations were carried out in intermediate
coupling with configuration interaction from the same
complex. The detailed relativistic Auger and radiative
transition rates for each autoionizing state were evaluated
in first-order perturbation theory using the MCDF model
[17]. In this work we included the contributions from in-
termediate 2ln'l' (2 ~ n' ~ 14, 1' ~ 3) states. The contribu-
tions from high l states (l' ~4) were estimated to be less
than 1%.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental data to theoretical

DR cross sections for Ar"+. The theory is convoluted with a
beam width of 19-eV FWHM. The experimental data are divid-
ed by J'=59 A/cm . The error bars are +6%%uo.
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